INTRODUCTION
"Nanofabrication" is the process of making functional structures with arbitrary patterns having minimum dimensions currently defined (more-or-less arbitrarily) to be e100 nm. Microelectronic devices and information technologies have improved and will continue to improve as a result of largescale, commercial implementation of nanofabrication. The motivation for these improvements is to increase the density of components, lower their cost, and increase their performance per device and per integrated circuit. [1] It is likely that a number of new technologies will evolve with further developments in nanofabrication. Many materials with minimum dimensions on the nanoscale have properties different than those observed for the bulk material. For example, quantum new technologies will emerge from the fabrication of nanostructures and nanostructured materials and also that nanofabrication will have new applications beyond information processing and storage in areas such as optics, biomedicine, and materials science. [1] Methods used to generate nanoscale structures and nanostructured materials are commonly characterized as "topdown" and "bottom-up". The top-down approach uses various methods of lithography to pattern nanoscale structures. This approach includes serial and parallel techniques for patterning features typically in two-dimensions (2D)s over length scales approximately 4 orders of magnitude larger (in linear dimension) than an individual structure. The bottom up approach uses interactions between molecules or colloidal particles to assemble discrete nanoscale structures in two and three dimensions. [1] These days matter can be shaped, positioned and organized at the nanoscale using two approaches which have been dubbed top-down and bottom-up nanofabrication. The former involves the use of ion and electron, photon and atom beams to sculpt matter from macroscopic to nanoscopic dimensions in a serial process to form functional constructs with purposeful utility while the latter self-assembles these constructs in a parallel manner from nanoscale building blocks. The self-assembly paradigm in chemistry and physics, materials science and engineering, biology and medicine has matured scientifically over the past two-decades to a point of sophistication that one can exploit its numerous attributes in nanofabrication. [2] II.
TECHNIQUES OF NANOFABRICATIONS 1. PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY In current semiconductor nanofabrication photolithography can pattern 37-nm wide features with 193-nm wavelength light. The microelectronics industry plans to pattern minimum features below 37 nm using photolithography.1 Continuing this trend with 193-nm light will require optical proximity correction (OPC) or phase-shifting mask technology, which significantly increases the cost of photomasks. Another potential route to features with sub-50-nm resolution using 193-nm light is "immersion lithography". [3, 4] Immersion lithography is analogous to the better known concept of immersion microscopy often used with biological specimens.65 Imaging resolution for immersion microscopy is improved by increasing the refractive index of the medium between the imaging lens and the imaging plane. [5] Increasing the index of the fluid between the final lens element and the imaging plane improves depth of focus while also allowing lenses with larger capture angles (numerical aperture) to be used in the imaging system. Switching the immersion fluid from air[ (n ) 1 to water (n ) 1.47 at 193 nm] allows the lens systems to be designed with numerical apertures approaching 1.3, thus significantly improving ultimate achievable imaging resolution. [6] The technical challenges of contacting the photoresist-coated substrate and mask with water (or another solvent) and fabricating complex, aspheric, catadioptric (both reflective and refractive) lenses must be solved before immersion lithography can be implemented, but this technology offers a potential route to high-volume production of devices with sub-50-nm resolution. To pattern still smaller features, photolithography will require further advances, such as decreasing the imaging wavelength to 157nm [7, 8] or to soft X-rays (13.5 nm) known in the microelectronics industry as extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light.69,70 The shift to shorter wavelengths of light requires new photoresists to alter the wavelength sensitivity and resolution of the resist [9, 10] as well as new light sources and, especially, new types of optics based on reflection rather than transmission to focus the light. [11, 12] Photolithography has a number of advantages over scanning beam lithography in nanofabrication, but the time and cost required to fabricate the photomasks typically patterned by scanning beam lithography scan be a significant drawback. There is, however, one photolithographic method that can produce simple patterns (e.g., diffraction gratings) without using a photomask. This process is interferometric lithography [13, 14] which involves the constructive and destructive interference of multiple laser beams at the surface of a photoresist. This method does not require a photomask or most of the expensive projection optics, but the projected patterns are restricted to regularly spaced arrays of lines or dots. Some of the smallest features patterns of 40-nm wide parallel lines separated by 57 nm produced by photolithography have, however, been generated using interferometric lithography [15] 2. Scanning Beam Lithography Scanning beam lithography is a slow process relative to photolithography. This serial technique can, however, generate high-resolution features with arbitrary patterns. There are three main classes of scanning beam lithography: (i) scanned laser beams with _250-nm resolution are the least expensive; (ii)focused electron beams with sub-50-nm resolution (depending on tool settings and the choice of photoresist) are expensive to purchase and maintain; and (iii) focused ion beam (FIB) systems with sub-50-nm resolution are primarily (and extensively) used in research. Typically, high-resolution photomasks are patterned using laser writers and electron-beam tools.
There are tradeoffs for high-resolution patterning with an electron or ion beam. Increasing the resolution requires decreasing the diameter of the particle beam, which decreases the beam current (charge repulsion makes small, high-current beams unstable). These changes increase the time necessary to achieve the same imaging dose. Some improvements can be realized by using very sensitive resists.
Resists that require a lower dose of electrons or ions, however, usually have lower resolution than photoresists that require a higher dose. A chemically amplified photoresist requires a low dose of electrons for an accelerating potential of 100 kV) to pattern features with a resolution >50 nm. [16] A photoresist requiring a higher dose of electrons, such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), however, can have resolution below 20 nm but requires a dose of _400 íC/cm2 (at 50 kV). [17] A cold developer (<10 °C) may improve the resolution and clarity of features in both types of resists. [18] A focused ion beam can write patterns into a photoresist or directly onto the substrate.84 This technique can "mill" substrates by selectively removing material through ion bombardment or create patterns in an additive process by ion deposition or a localized chemical vapor deposition.85-87 This lithography technique can pattern features in a semiconductor with resolution down to _20 nm and with the smallest lateral dimensions down to _5 nm [19] 3. Nanofabrication by Molding and Embossing A number of different procedures molding, embossing, and printings have been developed for patterning nanoscale structures. We divide molding and embossing techniques into two categories: (i) molding and embossing of nanostructures with a hard mold and (ii) molding and embossing of nanostructures with a soft (elastomeric) mold. Molding involves curing a precursor (usually a monomer or a prepolymer) against a topographically patterned substrate. This method of pattern transfer is used by techniques such as step-and-flash imprint lithography (SFIL), [1] replica molding (RM) with a soft mask, [20] microtransfer molding and micromolding in capillaries. [21] Embossing (or imprinting) techniques transfer a mold with a structured topography into an initially flat polymer film. These techniques include nanoimprint lithography [22] and solvent-assisted micromolding [23] 
Figure 1. (A) Schematic illustration of the procedure for step-and-flash imprint lithography (SFIL).20 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of (B) 40-nm wide lines and (C) 20-nm wide lines patterned by step-and-flash lithography. The mold for the pattern in B was used for more than 1500 previous imprints. (Reprinted with permission from ref 20. Copyright 1999 SPIE.)
Step-and-flash imprint lithography is a technique that replicates the topography of a rigid mold using a photocurable prepolymer solution as the molded material. In SFIL ( Figure  1A ) a low viscosity, photocurable liquid or solution fills the void spaces of the quartz mold. The solution consists of a low-molecular-weight monomer and a photo initiator. Exposing this solution to UV light polymerizes and hardens the precursor while in contact with the mold. Removing the mold leaves a topographically patterned (inverse) replica on the substrate.
Step-and-flash techniques avoid incomplete mold Fillings a problem for embossing polymers with a rigid molds by using a monomeric fluid with a low viscosity . This lithographic technique is also insensitive to the effects of pattern density reported for NIL. Hydrodynamic forces, however, prevent complete displacement of the fluid by the mold, even for low-viscosity precursors. The incomplete displacement of fluid leaves a residual layer of cured material between patterned features. The substrate and mold must be parallel and both must be rigorously flat to ensure that the residual layer is uniform in thickness over the entire imprinted area. This residual layer can be removed by etching. An important consideration in all nanomolding techniques is the lifetime of the mold. A release layer reduces the surface free energy of the mold and minimizes adhesion of cross-linked polymer to the mold. If the release layer fails, the cured polymer can adhere to the mold and foul its surface or break its features. The first reported release layer was a fluorinated silane20 with a lifetime of less than 100 patterned substrates. New surface treatments have been developed (but not described in detail) for patterning that claim to provide more than 1500 consecutive substrates. [24] Figure 2B,C shows topographic patterns generated using the SFIL technique. The SFIL process patterns features down to at least 20 nm across a field size of 6.25 cm 2 per molding step.116 This process can pattern dielectric gates for the fabrication of a metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) [25] and is compatible with semiconductor device manufacturing.
Step-and-flash imprint lithography is also being developed to pattern curved surfaces and topographies with multiple depths in a single step. [26, 27] The development of SFIL techniques has focused primarily on semiconductor nanofabrication. The successful implementation of SFIL to other applications will require the development of new photocurable monomers and appropriate economics for the application. The precursors currently available for molding do not include the functional materials required for optoelectronics and ferromagnetic coatings.
4. X-ray lithography This lithography processes involve the category of nanolithographic techniques, through which transistors with smaller features can be patterned. It uses X-rays to transfer a geometric pattern from a mask to a light-sensitive chemical photoresist, or simply "resist," on the substrate. A series of chemical treatments then engraves the produced pattern into the material underneath the photoresist. [28] X-ray lithography can be extended to an optical resolution of 15 nm by using the short wavelengths of 1 nm for the llumination. This is implemented by the proximity printing approach. The technique is developed to the extent of batch processing. The extension of the method relies on Near Field X-rays in Fresnel diffraction: a clear mask feature is demagnified" by proximity to a wafer that is set near to a Critical condition". This Condition determines the mask-towafer Gap and depends on both the size of the clear mask feature and on the wavelength. The method is simple because it requires no lenses. This technique originated as a candidate for next-generation lithography for the semiconductor industry, with batches of microprocessors successfully produced. Having short wavelengths (below 1 nm), X-rays overcome the diffraction limits of optical lithography, allowing smaller feature sizes. If the X ray source isn't collimated, as with a synchrotron radiation, elementary collimating mirrors or diffractive lenses are used in the place of the refractive lenses used in optics. [28] The X-rays illuminate a mask placed in proximity of a resistcoated wafer. The X-rays are broadband, typically from a compact synchrotron radiation source, allowing rapid exposure.
Deep X-ray lithography (DXRL) uses yet shorter wavelengths on the order of 0.1 nm and modified procedures such as the LIGA process, to fabricate deep and even three-dimensional structures. X-rays are usually generate secondary electrons as in the cases of extreme ultraviolet lithography and electron beam lithography. While the fine pattern definition is due principally to secondaries from Auger electrons with a short path length, the primary electrons will sensitize the resist over a larger region than the X-ray exposure.
Nanofabrication by self-assembly
Self-assembly means the patterns, large and small that put themselves together from basic building blocks in a parallel manner, exemplified by living organisms and galaxies. The Greek philosopher Democritus in 400 BC imagined all matter in the universe evolved from the organization of atomistic components to form the Earth and solar system, stars and galaxies. The French philosopher Descartes two millennia later envisioned an ordered universe arising out of chaos according to natural laws through the organization of small objects into larger assemblages1. The language of Democritus and Descartes seems to be synonymous with our current thinking about self-assembly whereby a system of initially disordered components spontaneously organizes to a more ordered one without direction by an external influence. Incidentally, these two philosophers are regarded as among the leading philosophical influences of science. Thinking of this kind can be considered to have inspired later theories that explain self organizing systems in physics and mathematics, biology and chemistry. [28] On a different level, the exploration of the biological world soon showed how the most sophisticated structures made by Nature are often obtained by the assembly of molecular sized construction units. While, in a sense, Nature showed us from the beginning how self assembly is done, it took us quite a long time to recognize it. In the framework of nanofabrication by bottom-up synthetic chemistry, self-assembly has provided a powerful way of making materials and organizing them into functional constructs designed for a specific purpose. Self-assembly, as a fundamental building principle, teaches that matter of all kinds, exemplified by atoms and molecules, colloids and polymers, can undergo spontaneous organization to a higher level of structural complexity, driven by a map of forces operating over multiple length scales. [28] Nanotechnology in its broadest terms refers to devices with dimensions in the range of 1 to 100 nm while nofabrication involves the manipulation of matter at the nanoscopic length scale to provide by design structures and patterns with purposeful function that enable nanotechnology. [28] These days matter can be shaped, positioned and organized at the nanoscale using two approaches which have been dubbed top-down and bottom-up nanofabrication. The former involves the use of ion and electron, photon and atom beams to sculpt matter from macroscopic to nanoscopic dimensions in a serial process to form functional constructs with purposeful utility while the latter self-assembles these constructs in a parallel manner from nanoscale building blocks. [28] The self-assembly paradigm in chemistry and physics, materials science and engineering, biology and medicine has matured scientifically over the past two-decades to a point of sophistication that one can exploit its numerous attributes in nanofabrication. Nowhere is its potential for nanofabrication better appreciated than in the self-assembly of alkanethiol monolayers on gold for a myriad of soft-lithographies [29, 30] layer-by-layer electrostatic self-assembly of polyelectrolytes of alternating charge for smart drug delivery vehicles [31, 32] , bioconjugated self-assembled nanocrystals for medical diagnostics [33, 34] self-assembled semiconductor nanowires for flexible electronics14, 15, self-assembled microspheres for opal optics16, periodic mesoporous carbons for lithium solid state battery anodes17, and microphase separated block copolymers as nanolithographic masks for silicon-based flash memories18. These are but a few high profile examples of how selfassembly has been an enabler of nanofabrication and a facilitator of nanotechnology. In what follows we will take a brief look at current thinking about selfassembly and with some recent examples taken from our own work examine how nanofabrication has benefited from self-assembly. The term self-assembly implies spontaneity, a structure builds itself from modular construction units, an ordered pattern forms from a disordered state. The self that drives the assembly is the interaction among the building blocks rather than the generally stronger bonding force within them. To self-assemble building blocks into well organized constructs depends on the ability to control their size, shape and surface properties to a high level of perfection. Therefore a prime goal of self-assembly is to synthesize building blocks with specified dimensions and form, and through chemical control of their surface properties (e.g., charge, hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity, functionality) gain command over the attractive and repulsive forces between them to allow them to assemble spontaneously over multiple length scales to create an integrated chemical, physical or biological system with purposeful function and utility [2] . In the absence of external influences, building block static selfassembly is driven by energy minimization to form static equilibrium structures. In the presence of outside influences, a dynamically selfassembling system may prevail that can adjust to its surrounding environment, by residing on an energetic minimum which is caused by the influx of energy in the system -once the energy stops flowing into the system, the minimum disappears and the system disassembles. Any living organism is a perfect example of dynamic selfassembly.
5. Scanning probe microscope lithography Nanofabrication aims at building structures with nanoscale features, which can be used as components, devices, or systems in large quantities and at potentially low costs. These nanostructures should allow their integration into complex hierarchical products. Generally, nanoscale features refer to any characteristic that is between 0.1 and 100 nm in size. Most current technologies used in industry for nanofabrication have evolved from conventional lithographic processes, which have been developed for the semiconductor industry for making microelectronic circuits and components. However, there are many challenges to conventional lithographic techniques as they are approaching their fundamental size limits. Fabrication strategies are therefore required to secure cost-effective and technically feasible options. Currently, scanning probe microscopy based technology has become increasingly popular in the fabrication of nanoscale structures due to its low cost and great technical potential. In this article, an overview of the applications of the SPM technology for nanofabrication is presented with an emphasis on its ability to fabricate a wide variety of nanostructures. [2] In 1981, SPM has been used to gain knowledge of surface structure and molecular organization in the fields of physics, chemistry, and biology and has enjoyed widespread acceptance in many areas of science and technology. Concurrently, SPM has emerged as an essential tool in the fabrication of nanoscale structures, especially for directly inducing selective modifications on a surface with a precise localization of the defined pattern. Considering the advantages of ultrahigh resolution capability and other unique features, including inexpensive equipment and relatively easy operation, SPM-based nanofabrication technologies have proliferated with diverse approaches and with varying maturity, from concept to commercialization. For example, although SPM [2] was originally designed for serial operations and was used for fabricating prototypes, several techniques have recently been developed with the capacity for parallel operations to increase its productivity. As a consequence, SPM lithography or SPML has provided an unparalleled opportunity for innovation and has emerged as a unique tool for nanofabrication. In addition to its well-known capabilities in imaging and spectroscopy, scanning probe microscopy has recently shown great potentials for patterning of material structures in nanoscales. It has drawn the attention of not only the scientific community, but also the industry. [2] The SPM-based nanofabrication involves two basic technologies: scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)and atomic force microscopy(AFM). Major techniques related to these two technologies are evaluated with emphasis on their abilities, efficiencies, and reliabilities to make nanostructures. The principle and specific approach underlying each technique are presented; the differences and uniqueness among these techniques are subsequently discussed. Currently, scanning probe microscopy based technology has become increasingly popular in the fabrication of nanoscale structures due to its low cost and great technical potential. SPM has been used to gain knowledge of surface structure and molecular organization in the fields of physics, chemistry, and biology and has enjoyed widespread acceptance in many areas of science and technology. [1] Concurrently, SPM has emerged as an essential tool in the fabrication of nanoscale structures, especially for directly inducing selective modifications on a surface with a precise localization of the defined pattern. Considering the advantages of ultrahigh resolution capability and other unique features, including inexpensive equipment and relatively easy operation, SPM-based nanofabrication technologies have proliferated with diverse approaches and with varying maturity, from concept to commercialization. For example, although SPM was originally designed for serial operations and was used for fabricating prototypes, several techniques have recently been developed with the capacity for parallel operations to increase its productivity. As a consequence, SPM lithography or SPML has provided an unparalleled opportunity for innovation and has emerged as a unique tool for nanofabrication. [2] SPML has two more types i) Scanning Tunneling Microscope Lithography (STML) The first SPM was the STM invented in 1981 by Binnig as shown in Fig. 1(a) STM uses a sharpened conducting tip with a bias voltage applied between the tip and the target sample. When the tip is within the atomic range ,1 nm of the sample, electrons from the sample begin to tunnel through the gap to the tip or vice versa, depending on the sign of the bias voltage. The exponential dependence of the distance between the tip and target gives STM its remarkable sensitivity with subangstrom precision vertically and subnanometer resolution laterally. Two modes of operation, known as constant-height and constant current modes, are usually used in STM. In the constant-height mode, the tip travels in a horizontal plane above the sample. The induced tunneling current, which depends on topography and the local surface electronic properties, constitutes the STM image. In a constant current mode, the tip height is adjusted by feedback signals to keep the tunneling current constant during scanning, and the variation of the tip height represents the image. [2] International Conference on Science and Engineering for Sustainable Development (ICSESD-2017) (www.jit.org.in In STML, the constant current mode is adopted more often, since the tunneling current is normally used as a lithographic source. STML can be operated in ambient air, while EBL is always conducted under high vacuum conditions..
ii) Atomic Force Microscope Lithography .AFML.
FIG. 1. Schematic comparison of: (a) scanning tunneling microscope STM and (b) atomic force microscope AFM.
AFM was evolved from STM and it operates by measuring attractive or repulsive forces between the tip and sample, as shown in Fig. 1b . The attractive or repulsive forces vary with the spacing between the tip and sample. Since the tip is located at the free end of a cantilever, the attractive or repulsive forces cause the cantilever to deflect. As a raster scan drags the tip over the sample, an image of the surface topography can be generated by measuring the cantilever deflection or by knowing the tip position. In AFM and AFML, both contact repulsed and noncontact operations are used depending on the applications. In a contact operation, either the constant height or the constant force mode can be used. In a noncontact operation, the cantilever tip is made to vibrate near the sample surface with spacing on the order of a few nm or intermittently touches the surface at lowest deflection, also known as the tapping mode. [2] The AFM based techniques are less restrictive than that of STM because AFM can be conducted in a normal room environment and can be used to image any kind of materials. Moreover, AFM can be equipped with conductive tips to provide the typical capabilities of an STM, such as low energy exposure of resists, induced oxidation, assisted etching, and induced deposition. The major difference is that STML is normally operated at air or vacuum environment under the constant stunnelingd current mode, while AFML is more in a constant voltage mode operated at an ambient air environment because the underlying principle and configuration of each technology are different. Generally, STML can make nanostructures with higher resolution, but at a lower speed while AFML can have higher scan speeds but lower resolution. There are various applications of these two techniques which are as follows:
A. Material modification: Resist exposure and oxidation In resist exposure for nanoscale patterning, the typical current, voltage, and scanning rate of the e-beam induced by STM are controlled on the order of 1 nA, 10 V, and 1 µm/s, respectively. Similar to EBL, the developed resist profiles are suitable for pattern transfer for the liftoff approach or the subsequent etching and deposition processes. Liftoff is especially popular for patterning materials, including Au, Cr, and Cu, for which the dry etching techniques are not readily available due to the lack of appropriate dry etching gases for these metals. It should also to be noted that the substrates are required to be conductive in STML as they are required in EBL. This can be a constraint in the making of an optical device, since most optical and biorelated materials are nonconducting. [1] B. Material deposition STML has been implemented for direct material deposition in which the STM tip acts as a miniature emission source. When a voltage is applied, atoms or nanoparticles can be transferred from the tip to the target surface, which is within the tunneling range. Although both positive and negative voltages have been used for the deposition, the tip negative polarity is usually more stable with higher transfer probability and can yield smaller feature sizes. There is a threshold voltage for the direct deposition. As indicated [33, 34] the threshold voltage, normally a few volts, is mainly influenced by the material of the tip and the target, the distance of the tip/target gap, the tip/ target configuration, and the polarity. [33] discovered that the gold dot previously deposited can be removed by a subsequent pulse on the same location. Thus, STM deposition can arguably be applied in a nanoscale write/erase device.
C. Material removal and etching
Nanoscale material removal can be achieved by e-beam induced thermal decomposition. Li et al.26 have demonstrated that SiO2 layers can be selectively removed by using a field emitted electron beam extracted from the STM tip to trigger decomposition of SiO2 at temperatures between 300 and 700 °C under UHV conditions. The oxide removal or decomposition is caused by the thermal desorption of SiO2 onto a Si substrate, which is directly induced by e-beam radiation. Using STM, SiO2 decomposition onsets around 100 eV, which is close to the value found previously for e-beam induced dissociation by Auger electron spectroscopy and e stimulation. Much higher energies, 30-50 keV, have also been applied to desorb oxides using focused e-beams provided by special non-STM equipment. [2] D. Electrically induced oxidation Although both STML and AFML have been used for oxidation, STML is normally operated in air or vacuum environment under the constant tunnelling current mode, while AFML is operated more in a constant voltage mode at an ambient environment because the operating principle of each technology is different. Because of its inherently high reliability, AFM induced oxidation has become a major technique for nanofabrication. AFM tip-induced local oxidation is an electrochemical process based on negatively biasing the tip with respect to the substrate under ambient conditions. Since the oxidation process requires an electrical current, both the tip and substrate should be somewhat conductive and commonly used substrates are metals or semiconductors that form stable oxides. By moving the tip in contact mode or noncontact mode close to the substrate surface, the negatively biased tip induces a high electric field which ionizes the water molecules from the ambient humidity between the tip as cathode and the substrate as anode and the OH− ions produced provide the oxidant for the electrochemical reaction. The electric field further enhances the vertical drift of these ion species away from the tip towards the surface where they react with underlying atoms to form a localized oxide beneath the tip. The field strength decays across the growing oxide film and the oxide growth process self terminates at/below the critical electric field on the order of 10 9 V/m [34] .
III.
CONCLUDING REMARKS Nanofabrication is an essential tool for the sustained evolution of electronic, photonic, biomedical, and nanosystem technologies. This article has selected and reviewed two major technologies within the family of SPM lithography, STM, and AFM. The principles, procedures, achievements, and potential for each technique have been presented. In particular,a wide variety of nanostructures made by these techniques has been presented to specifically illustrate their respective feasibilities and limitations. In general, the SPM-based techniques have been used for direct writing of nanostructures through material modification, deposition, and removal, as well as for normal resist exposures as masks for other lithographic processes. The scanning tips can act as mechanical, thermal, and/or electric sources to initiate and perform various physical and chemical processes. They are inherently simple, reliable, and flexible to create patterns with nanoscale spatial resolutions. In fact, most of the techniques reviewed can achieve a spatial resolution on the order of 10 nm, which is much better than most common lithographic processes, including current photolithography and next generation lithography.
